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Atomistic modeling using the BFS method for alloys is performed to study the formation of lanthanide-
rich precipitates in U–Zr fuel and the segregation patterns of all constituents to the surface. Surface ener-
gies for all elements were computed and, together with the underlying concepts of the BFS method, the
migration of lanthanides to the surface region in U–Zr fuels is explained.
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Lanthanides (LA) accumulate as fission products in metallic
fuels and display strong migration patterns to the fuel surface
reacting with cladding elements. Experiments show that lantha-
nides form distinct phases on the cladding inner surfaces or the
periphery of the U–Zr based fuel. The fact that this occurs in fuel
elements irradiated to only a few percent burnup suggests that
the mechanism of transport is a rapid one. A model based on vapor
phase transport has been proposed to explain this effect, by which
lanthanides migrate, even at very low burnup, through a network
of interconnected porosity which plays the role of a pathway to
the surface [1]. Although this model has shown some level of suc-
cess in explaining the observed behavior, it does not account for
the quantity of these elements near or at the fuel cladding
interface.

A quick examination of the phase diagrams of U-LA and Zr-LA
provides a rationale for the formation of the observed LA-rich
phases [2], but it does not account for the migration to the surface
or the specific details distinguishing each LA (i.e., substantially pre-
ferred migration of Ce and its resulting strong interaction with
cladding). No other explanation is currently available to explain
the formation of LA-rich phases near the fuel surface or their
migration pattern to the periphery.

With the purpose of investigating the behavior of LA in U–Zr
based fuels, in this communication we report the results of an
atomistic modeling approach based on a quantum approximate
method for the energetics, namely, the Bozzolo–Ferrante–Smith
(BFS) method for alloys [3]. The necessary parameters needed to
describe the individual elements, as well as the BFS perturbative
parameters describing the interactions among all elements were
obtained from first principles calculations using the Linearized
Augmented Plane Wave method [4] and determined from standard
BFS procedures [5]. Exploiting the ability of BFS to deal with mul-
ll rights reserved.
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ticomponent systems [5], Metropolis–Monte Carlo simulations of
U–Zr fuels with several lanthanides were performed, concentrating
on the simulated annealing of large computational cells based on a
U-10 wt.% Zr fuel. The initial state of the simulation was set as a
random mix of all participating elements (U, Zr, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm
and Sm) and the cell was then treated with a descending temper-
ature cycle. Different LA concentrations were tested keeping the
overall percentage of LA below 10 at% for all participating elements
(above the typical LA yield in normal operating conditions) but,
within this range, little if any change in the outcome was found.

A representative example is the final low temperature state of a
simulation of U70Zr20Ce2Pr2Nd2Pm2Sm2, shown in Fig. 1, where the
formation of several LA-based precipitates can be clearly seen. In
addition to the randomly distributed initial cell, the T = 900 K and
T = 300 K cells are shown. For this last case, detailed maps are
shown for selected planes in the cell. This LA phase seems to in-
duce the precipitation of a Zr phase with some Ce in solution, con-
sistent with the solubility limit of Ce in Zr. The LA phase shows no
particular ordering pattern of any kind, but some features can be
extracted from the numerical analysis of the average coordination
for each atomic species in the cell shown in Fig. 1. This is best seen
in the short range order coordination matrix shown in Table 1,
where the matrix element aAB indicates the probability that an
atom of species A has an atom B as a nearest-neighbor. Although
the matrix is representative of the whole cell (i.e., it does not dis-
tinguish between the different phases seen in the cell), it can be
seen that (1) Zr is as likely to bind to U atoms (U(Zr) solid solution)
or create a Zr-rich environment, as aZrU and aZrZr are nearly identi-
cal, (2) Ce is the only element in solution in the Zr-rich phase, as
expressed by aCeZr being substantially larger than any aLAZr matrix
element, (3) the submatrix for lanthanides is perfectly symmetric,
indicating that all LA can only be found in contact with each other
(i.e., Ce has the same probability of having, for example, Pr as a
nearest-neighbor as Pr has of having Ce), suggesting that the for-
mation of different lanthanide precipitates with different composi-
tions is purely a result of lanthanide diffusion in the fuel matrix, (4)
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Fig. 1. Initial randomly distributed U70Zr20Ce2Pr2Nd2Pm2Sm2 cell, and intermediate temperature states during simulated annealing. The last column shows detail of three
consecutive planes in the T = 300 K equilibrium cell. U, Zr and LA atoms (LA = Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm and Sm) are denoted in grey, white and black.
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the distribution of LA within the precipitates is not uniform, as
indicated by the values of aLAU, maximum for Nd, followed by Sm
which, conversely, have the minimum values of aLAZr, indicating
their preferred contact with U-rich regions of the fuel, and (5) a
wide range of LA grouping within the LA precipitates, maximum
for Sm, indicated by the large diagonal elements of the LA subma-
trix (aLALA).

The presence of a surface (whether a pore or the outer surface of
the fuel) naturally changes the outcome of the simulations, now
characterized by LA migration to it. To investigate this, simulations
were performed adding a free surface in several crystallographic
orientations. In this case, the initial state in the simulation consists
of a bulk-terminated surface with an increasing temperature cycle
(from room temperature up to T = 1000 K). Being that the fuel ma-
trix has the bcc structure, the following results are restricted to the
(1 1 0) surface, which has the lowest surface energy for bcc sys-
tems, thus guaranteeing the best approximation to a true polycrys-
talline surface. Representative results are shown in Fig. 2, where
concentration profiles of intermediate states in the simulation
are shown, corresponding to low (T = 300 K), intermediate
(T = 600 K) and higher temperatures (T = 1000 K), the latter being
a representative case of operating temperatures in the reactor.
Table 1
Coordination matrix for the final state of a simulation of U70Zr20Ce2Pr2Nd2Pm2Sm2.
Each entry represents the probability that an atom listed in the first column is
nearest-neighbor with an atom in subsequent columns.

U Zr Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm

U 84.91 12.02 0.09 0.69 1.06 0.46 0.78
Zr 42.06 44.88 8.46 1.43 0.95 1.04 1.17
Ce 3.20 84.61 0.78 3.24 3.32 2.73 2.11
Pr 24.06 14.34 3.24 17.19 11.05 16.91 13.20
Nd 37.11 9.53 3.32 11.05 8.05 18.28 12.66
Pm 16.05 10.39 2.73 16.91 18.28 24.61 11.02
Sm 27.15 11.68 2.11 13.2 12.66 11.02 22.19
The profiles show the concentration of each element in the surface
(labeled zero), subsurface planes (labeled with positive numbers)
and overlayers (labeled with negative numbers). Fig. 2a shows al-
ready the formation of subsurface LA-rich phases (increased LA
concentration in subsurface planes, above their nominal bulk con-
centration), Zr depletion in the near-surface planes and LA migra-
tion to the surface plane (nearly equally shared by every possible
LA). As the temperature increases, Zr segregates to the top subsur-
face planes. As shown in previous work using BFS for modeling of
U–Zr surfaces [6], Zr enrichment of the surface region led by strain-
driven segregation of Zr in low Zr concentration U–Zr alloys is seen,
but as the temperature increases thermal effects create near-bulk
conditions due to enhanced U presence in the surface. The migra-
tion of lanthanides to the surface is extremely strong, consistent
with experimental observations of LA behavior in U–Zr based fuels
[1,2]. This drives U and Zr concentration in the surface layers to
lower values than otherwise possible. The simulation also shows
three distinct regimes, illustrated by the concentration profiles
shown in Fig. 2: (1) a low temperature regime characterized by
strong Ce segregation to the surface layer than any other LA and
depopulation of Zr in the subsurface, (2) an intermediate tempera-
ture regime with enhanced presence of Zr and all LA in the surface,
and (3) a high temperature regime characterized by stronger Zr
segregation to the subsurface layers. Enhanced LA surface concen-
tration also leads to reconstruction of the surface, as can be seen in
Fig. 3, where the top layers, corresponding to the example in
Fig. 2c, are shown. The abundance of pits and terraces leads to
incomplete (i.e., less than 100%) total planar concentration, as seen
in the profiles in Fig. 2c.

Independently of the diffusion mechanism that might lead to LA
surface segregation and surface composition, one reason that ex-
plains LA migration and the ensuing enhanced presence in the sur-
face region is the surprisingly low surface energies of all LA with
respect to U and Zr, as computed with BFS. Table 2 shows charac-
teristic room-temperature surface energies for U, Zr, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm
and Sm for monatomic semi-infinite bcc cells with low Miller index
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Fig. 2. Concentration profiles (in at%) for intermediate states of the slow heating simulation of a (1 1 0)-terminated U70Zr20Ce2Pr2Nd2Pm2Sm2 computational cell for (a)
T = 300 K, (b) T = 600 K, and (c) T = 1000 K. The horizontal lines represent the nominal concentrations for U (70 at%), Zr (20 at%), and each lanthanide (2 at%).
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termination, computed with BFS. While the surface energy of U and
Zr are rather similar, the surface energies of all LA are exceedingly
low. This leads to dominant Ce segregation over any other element,
followed by Pr and then, with minor differences, all the others.
These results are also consistent with the observed strong
interaction of Ce and other lanthanides with cladding (see Fig. 28
in Ref. [1]), which can only be due to their enhanced surface
presence.
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Fig. 3. Top view of the second overlayer (labeled –2 in Fig. 2), first overlayer (–1), original surface (0), and first plane below the surface (1) for the T = 1000 K case shown in
Fig. 2c. U, Zr and LA atoms are shown in dark grey, light grey, and black circles, respectively. White areas in these maps denote empty sites. No distinction is made between the
different LA. Details on LA plane concentration can be seen in Fig. 2c.

Table 2
Surface energies (in erg/cm2) of U, Zr, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, and Sm for the (1 0 0), (1 1 0) and
(1 1 1) orientations of the pure bcc crystals of each element.

(1 0 0) (1 1 0) (1 1 1)

U 1906.30 856.06 1320.46
Zr 1924.06 866.75 1350.38
Ce 230.82 77.36 158.15
Pr 371.02 132.73 253.70
Nd 495.24 152.70 284.15
Pm 438.39 160.78 299.66
Sm 459.79 186.40 315.59
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